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Behold, God is my salvation; 
  I will trust, and will not be afraid; 
 for the LORD GOD is my strength and my song, 
  and he has become my salvation. (Isaiah 12:2) 
 
Fear is a powerful emotion, one that can manifest itself in many different ways. Sometimes fear can lead us do things 
that would normally shock us. Other times fear drives us to stop and trust in the One who is our strength and song. 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer was no stranger to the reality of fear. As a Lutheran pastor, who was imprisoned and later 
executed for his resistance to the Third Reich during WWII, Bonhoeffer continually found himself surrounded by fear. 
Even though he had ample reason give into fear, witnesses have testified to the peace Bonhoeffer displayed while in 
prison and later in his final steps to his death. As a means of being faithful to God, Bonhoeffer purposely resolved to 
stay in a good place mentally and spiritually during the darkest hours by praying, meditating on scripture, and singing 
hymns. He maintained being a pastor to those in need, prisoners and guards alike, sharing the good news of Jesus 
Christ rather than spreading the toxic alarm of fear. When faced with fear, may we draw upon the strength of our Lord 
God and choose not to be afraid, choosing instead to trust in the One who is our salvation. 
 
O God, early in the morning I cry to you. Help me to pray and to concentrate my thoughts on you: 
I cannot do this alone. In me there is darkness, but with you there is light; 
I am restless, but with you there is peace. 
In me there is bitterness, but with you there is patience; 
I do not understand your ways, but you know the way for me… 
Lord, whatever this day may bring, your name be praised. Amen. 
– Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a prayer written from Tegel prision 


